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Meeting: Doctoral Exec 
  
Date & Time: Wednesday 24th March 2021, 12:30 – 1:30 pm 
  
 
Present: 

Ka Ho Ho (Fritz) Postgraduate Officer 

Patrick Prince Doctoral Chair 

Masha Remškar Doctoral Faculty Rep, Faculty of Humanities & Social Sciences 

Stefano Cuomo Doctoral Open Position 

Jelena Lagger Doctoral Faculty Rep, School of Management 

Rita Prior Filipe Filipe Doctoral Open Position 

Tim Stoneman Postgraduate Coordinator (minutes) 

 
Apologies: 

Stefan Chindea Doctoral Faculty Rep, Engineering & Design 

 
 

 

1. Apologies 

Apologies were received. 

 

The Doctoral Chair noted that Will Zhang, the Doctoral Faculty Rep for the Faculty of 

Science, has stood down from the role due to research commitments. The Postgraduate 

Coordinator noted that the role is open to Doctoral Academic Reps in the faculty who may 

wish to ‘act up’ to the Faculty Rep position. 

 

2. Updates 

Masha noted that in the latest UDSC there had been an announcement that non-UKRI-

funded PGRs, including URSA-funded PGRs, would be eligible for funding extensions if 

their research had been affected by Coronavirus. She commented that once statements are 

made by individual faculties on how these will be managed, she will contact doctoral 

students in the Faculty of Humanities & Social Sciences and direct them to the appropriate 

information. 

3. Plans for the rest of the year  

Jelena suggested that as some of the current Exec membership may change at the next 

election, it is important that there is some sort of handover mechanism in place so that 
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knowledge and experience can be shared effectively and that transition can be as smooth 

as possible. 

Priorities for the year 

3.1 Coronavirus and doctoral mental health 

Masha noted that the main priorities so far had been reacting to the impact of 

Coronavirus, and doctoral mental health. She noted that it was not surprising that these 

had to be prioritised, and anticipated they would continue to be for the remainder of the 

year. Funding issues which has occupied much of our time has become a major issue 

as a result of the pandemic, and mental health which was already a problem for many 

doctoral students and has been further affected by Coronavirus. 

Jelena agreed that it was important that doctoral mental health was prioritised. 

3.2 Doctoral community 

i. University culture 

Stefano suggested that doctoral community as an ongoing priority. He commented that 

a challenge to creating this was that at Bath there was a departmental culture but that 

University culture was far less strong. Stefano explained that in some departments there 

is some degree of doctoral community, but in others this is lacking. He advocated 

running an informal event for the doctoral community without specific topics, that will 

show the community that there is a team that is working for them.  

Amy noted that this event is something that the SU can help with, whether logistics and 

planning or publicity and communication and emphasised the SU role in this. She 

acknowledged that the community component of the student experience was something 

that was missing for all student groups this year. 

Stefano suggested that different stakeholders like the SU and the Doctoral College 

combining on the event would assist the sense of belonging among PGRs. 

Masha agreed that community was lacking and had been made considerably more 

difficult by Coronavirus. 

Action: Tim to arrange planning meeting for doctoral event. 

Jelena agreed that fragmentation was a problem. She noted that in the doctoral 

programmes in the School of Management, there are a range of courses in the first year 

which creates a certain amount of community among first-year PGRs. She emphasised 

this year in particular, without the accidental informal contact on campus and the 

potential for groups to meet for drinks, that community is even more lacking. Jelena 

recommended to other Faculty Reps always trying to have first-year Academic Reps on 

their team, or accessing the concerns and perspectives of that group can be incredibly 

difficult. 

Amy noted that as part of the academic representation review that is happening at the 

moment there is a strong theme of connection between Faculty and Academic Reps 

needing to be built so this is something we will be looking at for the new model.  She 

invited any good practice or ideas of how this would work, and if there is anything we 

need to be thinking specifically for doctoral reps. The Exec will be invited to join in the 

next phase of the consultation. 

ii. Departmental culture 
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Masha reported that in the Department of Psychology, PhD Forums have worked well. 

These take place roughly every two weeks, for around one hour. One volunteer from 

each year group is included, and they present on topics like employability are wellbeing. 

PGRs can share what research and other activities they have been involved with, and 

works well for creating community within the department. Masha added that It also 

works well as a means for reps to gather feedback, as PGRs who may not raise 

concerns directly with the rep might mention them at the forum. Patrick suggested that 

this event was something that the Exec might be able to learn from for the event 

Stefano wants to plan. 

Action: Masha to share further details of Department of Psychology PhD Forum. 

 Jelena reported that in the School of Management a ‘PhD mash’ event is run along 

similar lines. 

Tim noted that the SU runs Doctoral Forums to gather PGR opinion and issues. 

Amy emphasised that in the events meeting it would be good to look at how we ensure 

that this does not duplicate existing provision. She suggested that if the Exec were 

open to the idea, there could be a Doctoral Exec 'take over' for our next doctoral forum, 

with the Exec taking a lead on this. Tim, Fritz and Amy can help with the organisation 

and promotion.   

Jelena noted that in the School of Management, there was positive experience of 

connecting academic staff with reps. A newer member of academic staff talked about 

their own experience as an Academic Rep and as a Faculty Rep at a different 

university, and the initiatives she had worked on in those roles. Jelena commented that 

their memory of the PhD experience was so recent that her understanding of 

developing the doctoral community was still very vivid for her. She suggested engaging 

early-stage academic staff who may have only recently completed their PhD. 

Patrick noted that he had seen information for a new School of Management event on 

31 March called Bath Link PhD. The event includes staff, students and alumni and is 

intended to bring the doctoral community together. Jelena added that the Dean is 

involved, and the concept is to bring the current doctoral community together with 

alumni. The event is a trial, and if successful there may be further Bath Link PhD 

events. Jelena will update after the event. 

Action: Jelena to update on Bath Link PhD event in School of Management. 

Fritz noted that it was raised in a recent Science SSLC that there was a real need to 

build doctoral community in the faculty this year. The level of support from the 

University and SU that might be needed was discussed. He suggested that the Doctoral 

Exec might be able to support Doctoral Academic Reps to create community at a 

departmental level. He added that this would not be organising the events, but sharing 

ideas and experience with reps. 

4. Current issues (paper: actions table) 

Patrick explained that the Doctoral Exec was set up for the first time in 2020-21, and that he 

was seeking to ensure that suitable processes in all aspects of its work were in place. This 

would enable the next Doctoral Exec to work from what this team had built. The SU 

Doctoral site and the SU PG Instagram account were key examples. 

4.1 Doctoral Exec team (MS Teams) 
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Masha suggested setting up doctoral issue tabs on the Exec team so that there is a 

clear paper trail. She added that this could work in tandem with the table of issues that 

is included as a paper to this meeting. It is easy to lose track of when decisions were 

made or developments took place, and bringing them together would offer clarity. 

Everyone in the Exec could access it, and when new members were elected they would 

also be able to refer to it. 

Patrick acknowledged the value of this point, and mentioned that he had met with Fritz 

and Tim about creating a table of action points (paper).  

4.2 SU Doctoral website 

He asked if it was possible to create a table of issues and actions on the SU Doctoral 

site, in the way that there is a resource for SU Doctoral minutes and forum issues. 

Tim noted that there is a key issues page on the SU Doctoral site 

https://www.thesubath.com/postgrads/doctoral/issues/, which identifies issues and aims 

and provides updates on progress. Rather than creating a new page the new table 

could be added to that. He added that the table presented as a paper to this meeting 

was in a Word document but this need not be the final format and Excel or other format 

would give more functionality.  

Fritz noted that he would like to add the doctoral workplace as a key issue. Working 

from home is mentioned, but there are wider issues for doctoral workplaces post-

pandemic.  

Tim explained that issue tracking had been looked at by the SU for some time and 

acknowledged its real value in assisting representation, and commented that as well as 

their being a benefit in tracking ongoing issues it enables issues raised in different 

sources, such as Doctoral Council, Doctoral Forum, University committees and 

individual PGRs, and it would be beneficial to convey those interactions in a form that 

could be accessed by the Doctoral Exec but also by PGRs more widely. As well as 

addressing issues, there are real benefits in communicating to doctoral students the 

progress that has been made on issues.  

Amy commented that there are two distinct streams for issue tracking: internally 

tracking it for the Doctoral Exec to assist representation work; and looking at how 

updates are then communicated to doctoral students more broadly.  Amy suggested 

that at each Exec meeting the committee could consider updates and agree which 

elements would be useful to communicate to doctoral students and how. 

Action: Tim to include actions table on SU Doctoral site. 

Tim emphasised that the actions table included as a paper was not exhaustive and can 

and should be added to. He noted that the Exec will be more aware of emerging issues 

in the PGR experience. 

Patrick suggested that issues that were raised as the priorities of the year, mental 

health, funding extensions and doctoral community could be included as headings, with 

columns for pathways relating to them and a column for ‘extras’ which would reflect 

what was outside the remit or term of office of the Exec but would have pathways for 

action. 

Masha suggested a column showing communication between reps and cohorts, 

including gathering feedback and closing the feedback loop. 

https://www.thesubath.com/postgrads/doctoral/issues/
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Amy suggested adding a channel or tab on the Exec team on MS Teams for issues 

where the issues list/progress trail can be stored so that everything is accessible by 

everyone on the Exec to update and also check what's happening. 

Action: Tim to add issues list channel or tab to Exec team 

Tim noted that the ‘hot topics’ page on SU Doctoral was also not exhaustive and new 

topics and resolutions would be developing. He invited Exec members to feed into 

issues included there. 

Patrick commented that saw the development of the action table as a dynamic process 

with the Exec playing a role discussing potential issues and agreeing inclusion. 

4.3 Events management-based model 

Jelena commented that from experience in event management, she would make an 

event checklist. Different co-organisers would be able to show actions and when and 

where key points occurred, and track multiple strands at the same time. Jelena shared 

the document. 

Tim noted that as well as formal channels such as University or SU committees, more 

informal channels, such as catch-up meetings with Jeremy Bradshaw or the Doctoral 

College, can raise issues or lead to them being resolved. It would be useful if those 

channels could also be incorporated in some way. 

Masha suggested that dates be included in the table to show when progress points and 

decisions were made. She also suggested that in the interest of simplicity it might be 

worthwhile to only include around six major issues in the table, such as mental health 

and communication. Everyone who works on an issue could feed into that, and it would 

assist the reporting of progress in meetings. This was agreed by Patrick. 

 

5. Any other business 

5.1 FAQs page on Doctoral Bath 

Patrick noted that there are some issues on this page, but there was scope to develop it 

further. He suggested reviewing the Doctoral Council and Doctoral Executive minutes to 

extract other questions which could be included. He noted that both sets of these 

minutes were available on the SU Doctoral website. He suggested that each time 

minutes are uploaded, the Doctoral Exec team could review them to add a new FAQ. 

 

Fritz noted that for FAQs it is important to consider what support and guidance can be 

provided in relation to that issue by the University and SU, and signpost accordingly. 

 

Amy noted that FAQs may well not derive from actual questions, but are an accessible 

way to communicate information or issues that have come to our attention from various 

sources. So often it is content that we think would be useful for PGRs to hear about, but 

phrased in the form of a question. We looked at whether individual doctoral students 

could submit questions anonymously, and whether if a PGR raised a serious issue 

perhaps relating to mental health or personal circumstances. There would not be a 

means of getting back to that student and ensuring that they were alright, or even 

signpost them to the appropriate support services. Amy added that the FAQs were 

conceived more as issues highlighted through different channels, and then not 

attributed to a specific student. She invited suggestions for new FAQs, possibly that 
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Exec members may hear as a concern from a doctoral student, whether they are as a 

question or not. 

 

Patrick added that he will be reviewing past minutes for Doctoral Council and Doctoral 

Exec and sending suggested content to Tim, Fritz and Amy. Amy suggested that 

proposed FAQs could be posted in the Doctoral Exec team in MS Teams to enable 

collaborative process. 

 

5.2 Science Faculty Rep 

Fritz reported that this position had not yet been filled. Because of the stage in the year, 

a by-election was not being held but Doctoral Academic Reps in the Faculty of Science 

were invited to ‘act up’ to the role. All Faculty of Science Academic Reps have been 

contacted by Fritz. 

 

5.3 PRES and PDES surveys 

Tim noted that the Postgraduate Research Experience Survey (PRES) and 

Professional Doctorate Experience Survey (PDES) surveys were open now, and 

encouraged Exec members to complete the survey that related to them. He 

emphasised the value of the feedback it provided in representational work. 

 

5.4 SU Awards and Education Awards 

i. SU Awards 

Amy highlighted that the SU Awards nominations are open, the Doctoral Exec is an 

eligible group to be nominated, and the Exec can self-nominate.   

https://www.thesubath.com/suawards/  

 

ii. Education Awards 

Amy noted that Doctoral Exec members and doctoral academic reps can be 

nominated for the Education Awards 

https://www.thesubath.com/academicreps/awards/2021/.  She noted that it also 

included awards for support staff, such as technicians and departmental 

administrators. 

 

6. Time and date of next meeting:  Wednesday 28th April 2021, 12:30 – 1:30 pm 

 

 

https://www.thesubath.com/suawards/
https://www.thesubath.com/academicreps/awards/2021/

